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An Integrated Model of Cause-Related Marketing Strategy Development 
 
Abstract 
 
Researchers in the fields of marketing and corporate social responsibility have suggested that 
cause-related marketing (CRM) can provide firms with opportunities for managing their 
community relationships, and enhancing their marketing, financial, social and environmental 
performance. In this article, we offer a conceptual framework that helps to broaden the 
understanding of how CRM strategy is likely to be developed. We identify three key CRM 
strategy development components: motivational factors, strategy design, and campaign 
tactics. The conceptual framework is constructed based on these three components to explore 
how the key CRM drivers influence the CRM implementation plan, which subsequently leads 
to the development of different campaign styles. We also propose that the firms’ emphasis on 
value delivery systems in the process of CRM strategy development plays an important role 
in influencing the direction in which they wish to assemble their CRM campaign. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Although a firm’s engagement in corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities can be 
driven from the foundational ethical principles and values related to the firm’s obligations 
toward society (Aguilera et al. 2007; Garriga and Melé 2004), scholars also indicate that a 
firm can use CSR as a strategic instrument to achieve a desirable outcome (e.g. Donaldson 
and Preston 1995; Homburg et al. 2013; Husted and Allen 2007; Saiia et al. 2003). There is 
evidence that socially responsible firms can outperform their less socially responsible rivals 
(McGuire et al. 1988; Orlitzky et al. 2003). To capitalize on firms’ CSR activities, 
researchers have suggested that cause-related marketing (CRM), a combination of marketing 
and CSR, can provide firms with opportunities to manage their community relationships, and 
enhance their marketing, financial, social and environmental performance (Adkins 1999; 
Garriga and Melé 2004; Smith and Alcorn 1991).  
The current literature related to CRM strategy development is scattered across three 
different domains. The first stream of literature studies the antecedent conditions of CRM 
strategy design. It focuses on discussing the typology of the drivers for firms to engage in 
CRM strategy design, such as building a positive corporate identity (e.g. Hildebrand et al. 
2011; Maignan and Ferrell 2004), improving the company’s reputation for social 
responsibility (e.g. Sen and Morwitz 1996; Szykman et al. 2004), enhancing brand recall (e.g. 
Hamiln and Wilson 2004; Strahilevitz and Myers 1998), and so on. The second stream of 
literature focuses on the nature of CRM strategy design. It discusses how firms can design 
CRM strategically to achieve their planned objectives. Scholars highlight the dual foci of 
firms’ commercial and social objectives and how firms should develop their CRM strategy in 
the process of achieving these objectives (e.g. Homburg et al. 2013; Muller and Kräussl 2011; 
Payne et al. 2005; Svensson and Wood 2007). Summarizing the advances made by this line 
of research and observing firms’ marketing decision patterns through qualitative data, Liu 
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(2012) introduces two distinct logics for designing CRM strategy (i.e. instrumental and 
relational), and the relevant marketing and management decisions associated with them. 
Finally, the third stream studies the consequences of CRM strategy design. It focuses on how 
firms can translate CRM strategy into different types of campaign tactics to influence 
people’s perception about the firms. For example, Smith and Alcorn (1991) indicate that 
CRM campaigns can be developed according to one of three tactics of corporate sponsorship, 
such as media support, media support plus conditional donation, and media support plus dual 
incentive donation. Berglind and Nakata (2005) suggest that the three most common 
campaign tactics are transactional programs, message promotion programs and licensing 
programs. Liu and Ko (2011a) propose four main approaches whereby firms can develop 
CRM campaigns tactically, such as sponsorship, transaction-based, joint-promotion, and 
donation-in-kind.  
Although these three streams of literature have generated powerful and enduring insights 
into CRM strategy development, no effort has been made to connect these domains together 
to offer a cohesive picture of how CRM strategy is likely to be developed. To address this 
discrepancy, the goal of this article is to offer a comprehensive framework of CRM strategy 
development by making connections among the antecedents, nature, and consequences of 
CRM strategy design. We first review there three streams of literature and identify the 
distinct components that capture firms’ motivation forces (i.e. business-operation related 
drivers and business-society related drivers), strategy designs (i.e. instrumental and relational) 
and campaign tactics (i.e. those focusing on reinforcing CSR associations and organizational 
legitimacy respectively) when engaging in CRM strategy development. We then proposed a 
conceptual framework for CRM strategy development by connecting these distinct 
components to offer a comprehensive framework that delineates the key motivation forces 
that affect the design of CRM strategy as well the ways in which CRM strategy design 
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influences the campaign tactics. We further identify firms’ value delivery systems as 
boundary conditions that can influence the impacts of CRM strategy design on the campaign 
tactics decision. Here, we wish to acknowledge that, although only empirical research can 
claim to describe actual patterns of behavior in the marketplace, however by reviewing the 
previous studies on CRM strategy, we can posit the likely relationships between the 
constructs used to describe the key patterns of behaviors that we may observe in the 
marketplace. It is this kind of pattern regarding how CRM strategy is likely to be developed 
that forms the focus of our paper.  
In developing the argument, this article makes several important contributions to both the 
marketing and CSR literature. With regard to the marketing literature, whereas the previous 
literature that has discussed issues related to CRM strategy development is scattered across 
different domains (e.g. Berglind and Nakata 2005; Liu 2012; Sen and Morwitz 1996; 
Szykman et al. 2004), making it difficult to obtain a cohesive picture of how CRM strategy 
has developed, this study integrates these different domains and offers a comprehensive 
framework for CRM strategy development. In doing so, we advance CRM strategy research 
in the marketing discipline (e.g. Adkins 1999; Liu and Ko 2011a; Varadarajan and Menon 
1988). Second, we highlight the critical role that value delivery systems played in influencing 
the relationship between CRM strategy design and campaign tactics. In doing so, this article 
enriches the existing marketing literature on the role that value delivery systems play in 
formulating marketing strategy (e.g. Ballantyne and Varey 2006; Frow and Payne 2011; 
Payne et al. 2008) by extending the discussion to CRM strategy development. For the CSR 
literature, we advance the research on strategic CSR (e.g. Bronn and Vrioni 2001; Garriga 
and Melé 2004; Hildebrand et al. 2011; Homburg et al. 2013) by delineating the variety of 
ways in which firms’ CRM strategy design can reinforce CSR associations in CRM 
campaigns. Second, our study adds to the CSR literature regarding the CSR-organizational 
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legitimacy association (e.g. Campbell 2007; Handelman and Arnold 1999; Pava and Krausz 
1997) by discussing the influence of CRM strategy design on firms’ approaches using 
campaign tactics to reinforce the organizational legitimacy. Finally, as we develop a cohesive 
picture of how CRM strategy is likely to be developed, we can use all of this knowledge and 
contribution to revise the definition and description of CRM, reflecting the integration of the 
antecedents, nature, and consequences of CRM strategy design. 
 
CAUSE-RELATED MARKETING STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT 
Figure 1 presents a conceptual framework for CRM strategy development. The focus of 
our analysis is on how CRM strategy is likely to be developed. We begin by reviewing the 
three streams of literature related to CRM strategy development (i.e. the antecedents, nature, 
and consequences of CRM strategy design), and identify the distinct components that capture 
the key themes within each stream of literature. As Figure 1 shows, we also include value 
delivery systems components in our model as boundary conditions that can affect the 
relationship between the nature and consequences of CRM strategy design. In what follows, 
we define and elaborate the central components of our conceptual model.  
“Insert Figure 1 about Here” 
 
The Antecedents of CRM Strategy Design: Motivation Forces 
 Summarizing the findings from the prior research related to the antecedent conditions 
of CRM strategy design, we identify two basic types of drivers as the motivation forces to 
encourage firms to engage in CRM strategy: business-operation related drivers and business-
society related drivers. Business-operation related drivers reflect firms’ motives to improve 
business operations through the use of CRM strategy and can be further divided into two 
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main categories: to enhance the purchase intention externally and improve the organizational 
identification internally.  
Purchase intention is defined as the likelihood of an individual buying a particular good 
or service in the near future (Chang and Wildt 1994; Kalwani and Silk 1982). One of the 
essential drivers that inspire firms to use a CRM strategy is to enhance the target audiences’ 
purchase intention, which subsequently leads to an increase in firms’ revenue (Adkins 1999; 
Svensson and Wood 2011; Varadarajan and Menon 1988). For example, the American 
Express Corporation’s CRM campaign in 1983, where it donated a cent for every credit card 
transaction and $1 for every new credit card issued to the improvement fund of the Statue of 
Liberty and Ellis Island (causes), has been identified by academics as the keystone to the 
more recent proliferation of CRM campaigns (Adkins 1999; Lichtenstein et al. 2004; Smith 
1994). The usage of the American Express Corporation credit card has increased by 28%, and 
17% new accounts were created during the period of this campaign (Berglind and Nakata 
2005; Ptacek and Salazar 1997). The findings from this line of research regarding CRM and 
purchase intention suggest that the target audiences’ perceptions of a firm’s position 
regarding certain social issues can affect their buying decision regarding its products (e.g. 
Bhattacharya and Sen 2004; Dacin and Brown 2006; Strahilevitz 1999). This is because 
donating to social causes a portion of the firms’ proceeds from each product sold can improve 
their purchasing intention due to the target audiences’ belief that they are performing a good 
act or easing their guilt about their consumption (Bendapudi et al. 1996; Strahilevitz and 
Myers 1998).  
The second type of business-operation related driver is firms’ motivation to build a 
positive organizational identification. Organizational identification defines as individuals’ 
perception of oneness with or belongingness to the organization (Ashforth and Mael 1989; 
Berger et al. 2006). In comparison to the first type of business-operation related driver, that 
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focuses on influencing individuals’ perceptions about firms externally, firms’ motivation to 
improve their organizational identification has a greater internal focus. Organizational 
identification reflects the amount of shared interests and beliefs between firms and their 
employees (Ashforth and Mael 1989; Berger et al. 2006). Prior research shows that a strong 
organizational identification may contribute positively to firms’ success, because employees 
feel that they belong to their organizations (Ashforth and Mael 1989; Smidts et al. 2001). The 
previous literature suggests that one of the main reasons for firms to engage in CRM 
campaigns is to change their employees’ (internal target audiences’) perceptions about and 
subsequently enhance their feeling of belonging to and identification with the firms (e.g. Kim 
et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2010; Powell 2011). For example, a benchmark study of employees’ 
attitudes showed that 90% of the employees whose companies engaged in some sort of CRM 
related program felt proud of their company’s value versus 56 per cent of those whose 
employers were not engaged in such a program (Cone/Roper 1994). This suggested that CRM 
has been proven to have a positive influence on how employees feel about their employers 
and their perceived attachment to their firms (Adkins 1999; Kim et al. 2010). Following this 
logic, we argue that firms’ intention to improve their employees’ organizational identification 
can be considered one of the CRM drivers.  
Business-society related drivers, on the other hand, reflect firms’ motivation to improve 
their relationship with the wider community where they are operated through the use of CRM 
strategy, and can also be further divided into two main categories: obtaining a license to 
operate and managing the stakeholder relationship. The license to operate is defined as the 
granting of permission to undertake a trade or carry out a business activity in the local 
community within which the firm operates (Mirvis and Googins 2006; Porter and Kramer 
2006). Prior research suggests that a CRM strategy that combines both CSR and marketing 
functions provides opportunities for firms to demonstrate and communicate their value in the 
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eyes of those living in the community (e.g. Porter and Kramer 2006; Russo and Tencati 2009; 
Van de Ven 2008). In order for firms to be granted a license to operate, they must prove their 
value to the community in which they operate, thereby encouraging the community members 
to believe that the firms have a right to operate within this community environment (Chiu and 
Sharfman 2011; Saiia et al. 2003). Thus, obtaining a license to operate can be considered as a 
motivational force that influence firms’ decisions to embrace their CRM strategy. 
The second type of business-society related driver is managing community relationships. 
A community relationship is defined as a firm’s connections with the members of the local 
community within which it operates (Hess et al. 2002; Liu et al. 2012). Knox and Gruar 
(2007) argue that firms should view the members of the local community as business partners 
and focus on establishing a strong relationship with them. Prior research found that CRM can 
provide a useful tool for managing such relationships (Knox et al. 2005; Liston-Heyes and 
Liu 2010; Liu and Ko 2011a), since a CRM campaign contains both CSR and marketing 
elements which enable firms to address the community members’ demands through the firms’ 
involvement in social initiatives and communicating the results back to them using the proper 
media channels. As a result, we argue that managing the community relationship is a 
motivational force that influences firms’ decisions to embrace CRM strategy. 
 
The Nature of CRM Strategy Design: Implementation Plan 
In summarizing the development of previous CRM researches, Liu (2012) distinguish 
two facets of CRM implementation plan: a commercially-focused plan to gain a competitive 
advantage and a socially-focused plan to interact with the community. Liu (2012) refers to 
these as the instrumental and relational logic of CRM implementation plans, respectively. In 
this research, we adopt these two CRM implementation plan terminologies and extend their 
context to describe the nature of CRM strategy design.  
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According to Liu (2012), a firm that emphasizes instrumental logic when designing its 
CRM campaign aims directly to foster its target audiences’ favorable attitudes toward itself 
and emphasizes the conversion of these favorable attitudes into commercial benefits. 
Therefore, a firm that adopts instrumental logic as its CRM implementation plan views a 
CRM strategy as a type of commercial marketing strategy. Both academic and industry 
reports have found that individuals indicate that they are more likely to purchase the products 
of companies which support social causes only if all other factors (i.e. price and quality) are 
equal (Bronn and Vrioni 2001; Cone Cause Study 2010). More specifically, individuals are 
drawn to purchase products that are associated with social causes because these associations 
not only enhance their helping behavior or sense of social contribution (Bendapudi et al. 1996; 
Liu 2012) but also allow firms to differentiate themselves from their competitors in terms of 
their involvement in social and environmental causes (Lichtenstein et al. 2004). For instance, 
McWilliams and Siegel (2001) propose that a firm can incorporate its social and 
environmental involvement into its marketing strategy in order to differentiate itself from its 
competitors in terms of meeting different target audiences’ (i.e. customers, employees, 
community) demands. Therefore, extending Liu (2012)’s suggestions, we define the 
instrumental logic of a CRM implementation plan as the general direction in strategy design 
whereby the CRM strategy is a type of corporate commercial business strategy that 
capitalizes on a firm’s social and environmental involvement in order to differentiate it from 
its competitors.  
On the other hand, Liu (2012) proposes that the CRM strategy can be considered a 
stakeholder communication strategy which focuses on publicizing firms’ involvement in 
social and environmental causes to foster their stakeholders’ trust in the business and uses it 
to establish reliable relationships with its stakeholders under a relational logic of CRM 
implementation plan. However, several studies point out that CRM strategy involves more 
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than merely disseminating the messages regarding a firm’s social and environmental 
involvement to the people with whom the firm wishes to communicate (e.g. Adkins 1999; Liu 
et al. 2010). In fact, the firm should incorporate CRM into its overall social and 
environmental strategy in order to engage with people directly and seek their trust. For 
example, Papasolomou and Kitchen (2011) studied how BMW (a car manufacturer) designed 
its CRM strategy to address important social issues with the participation of individuals in 
Cyprus to demonstrate the firm’s values of good corporate citizenship, thus increasing loyalty 
and improving the relationships between the firm and the members of the community. From 
this perspective, this article argues that Liu (2012)’s description of the relational logic for 
CRM implementation can be refined to cover this wider scope of community participation. 
Thus, we define the relational logic of a CRM implementation plan as the general direction in 
strategy design whereby the CRM strategy is a type of corporate community engagement 
strategy that capitalizes on a firm’s social and environmental involvement to enhance 
individuals’ trust in a firm. 
 
The Consequences of CRM Strategy Design: Campaign Tactics  
Firms’ CRM strategy design can influence the deliberate focus of their CRM campaign. 
Previous research has discussed the different types of campaign tactics as the consequences 
of a CRM strategy design, ranging from sponsorship, media support, transaction-based, 
licensing programs, donation in kind, and so on (e.g. Berglind and Nakata 2005; Liu and Ko 
2011a; Smith and Alcorn 1991). As many firms have developed a better knowledge of how to 
develop and implement a CRM campaign, Liu and colleagues suggest that, nowadays, a 
typical CRM campaign has evolved from a simple format that only focuses on one type of 
CRM campaign into a more complex format that involves executing multiple types of CRM 
campaigns simultaneously (Liston-Heyes and Liu 2010; Liu 2012; Liu and Ko 2011a, 2011b). 
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In this article, we propose that the CRM campaign approaches can be categorized according 
to the tactics that firms use to reinforce a set of values that they wish to communicate with 
their target audiences. This rationale is in line with the suggestion from the prior research on 
campaign tactics where the purpose of CRM campaigns is to focus on communicating with 
firms’ target audiences to reinforce the former’s set of values regarding their social and 
environmental involvement (Adkins 1999; Bronn and Vrioni 2001; Liu 2012; Svensson and 
Wood 2011).  
The first group of campaign tactics focuses on reinforcing the CSR associations with the 
firms’ brands. Berens and Van Riel (2004) suggest that corporate associations are a 
combination of the general reputation, performance expectations, social expectations, and 
anything else that will change the definitive public attitude toward a corporation. Brown and 
Dacin (1997) suggest that there are two sources of corporate association: corporate ability 
and CSR. Firms’ corporate ability associations hint to their target audiences about their 
capacity to deliver products and services, whereas firms' CSR associations hint to their target 
audiences about their character as socially responsible organizations. CRM campaigns, in this 
context, can be considered a kind of tactic that focuses on the strategic aspect of integrating 
corporate CSR associations into firms' brand strategies. Prior findings suggest that the 
process of developing a set of values to differentiate firms from their competitions in the 
marketplace is often achieved by building a strong brand with a CSR association to achieve 
brand differentiation (Brown and Dacin 1997; Hoeffler and Keller 2002). This task involves 
setting up an association with a cause and then transferring this favorable brand image from 
the cause to the corporate brands through brand extension (Broderick et al. 2003; Pracejus 
and Olsen 2004). Such activities enable firms to reinforce the CSR associations with their 
brands. Henderson and Arora (2010) suggest that such processes can help firms to establish 
differentiation in highly competitive environments, if performed effectively. 
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Building on the prior findings, we further identify two campaign tactics proposed by 
Hoeffler and Keller (2002) that firms can use to reinforce the CSR associations with their 
brands: the commonality and complementarity branding approaches. The commonality 
approach is defined as the campaign tactic of selecting causes that share similar associations 
and responses to the corporate brands (Hoeffler and Keller 2002). This is similar to what 
researchers refer to as the functional fit, whereby the functions of firms’ products fit with the 
representations of the causes (Gwinner 1997; Hamiln and Wilson 2004), or image fit, 
whereby the images of the firms match the core values of the causes (Pracejus and Olsen 
2004; Trimble and Rifon 2006).  
The complementarity approach is defined as the campaign tactic of selecting causes that 
display dissimilar associations and responses to the corporate brands (Hoeffler and Keller 
2002). According to prior studies, in this type of campaign tactic, the association between the 
firms and the causes are weak but can create unique implications with regard to the firms’ 
CRM campaign (Hoeffler and Keller 2002; Meyer 1999). This concept is similar to the 
suggestion that there should be a strategic fit between the firm and the cause (Berger et al. 
2004; Gourville and Rangan 2004), whereby strategic compatibility occurs when both parties 
share a common goal (i.e. generating goodwill) and similar values (i.e. missions).  
The second group of campaign tactics focuses on reinforcing the organizational 
legitimacy. Legitimacy Theory, as applied in the business context, postulates that 
organizations should act within a “boundary” (society’s expectations) that reflects both the 
established and the evolving new social norms (Liston-Heyes and Liu 2010; Suchman 1995). 
When individual firms operate within certain boundaries that are consistent with society’s 
expectations, they are often referred to as acting “legitimately.” This “legitimacy” 
expectation is akin to a social contract, which regulates how both parties should perform and 
behave with regard to their various activities (Singh et al. 2005). When a firm loses its 
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legitimacy, it will find it difficult to conduct its business activities, as its partners cannot rely 
on its compliance with the social rules. In many situations, there is a lack of correspondence 
between how society believes an organization should act and how it is seen to act. This is 
referred to as the “legitimacy gap.” According to Liston-Heyes and Liu (2010), a legitimacy 
gap may appear when: 1) a firm or the media disclose information about a firm that changes 
(for the worse) how society perceives it; 2) society’s expectations change; or 3) a firm fails to 
show (through disclosure) how it is complying with society’s expectations. Building on the 
prior findings, we identify two approaches that firms can employ to address legitimacy gaps 
through CRM campaigns. 
The strategic approach is defined as the campaign tactic of focusing on obtaining 
organizational legitimacy through influencing people’s expectations about the firm (Suchman 
1995). This campaign tactic assumes that organizational legitimacy can be gained by 
affecting how people view and what they expect of the firm’s business operation in order to 
persuade them to support the firm’s existence (Ashforth and Gibbs 1990; Dowling and 
Pfeffer 1975). In this sense, a firm can control its business environment and manage its 
legitimacy through CRM campaigns to serve the specific needs and interests of individuals 
(target audiences) in order to win their support. The target audiences will accept firms’ 
legitimacy provided that their own needs can be met. In contrast, the institutional approach is 
defined as the campaign tactic of focusing on obtaining organizational legitimacy through 
conforming to people’s expectations about the firm (Oliver 1991; Suchman 1995). In other 
words, this campaign tactic assumes that organizational legitimacy can be obtained through 
an organization conforming to the social norms, values, and beliefs (Suchman 1995). In a 
sense, firms need to establish and follow generally acceptable standards to increase their 
compatibility with their environment by following the acceptable norms of behavior (Oliver 
1991; Wood 1991). If firms can create CRM campaigns that highlight their conformity with 
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the social expectations of their target audiences, and the latter feel that the firms’ activities 
are understandable and appropriate, this can enhance the target audiences’ trust in the firms. 
 
Value Delivery System: The Moderators 
A value delivery system refers to the process whereby value is passed from firms to their 
target audiences through the market (Kowalkowski 2011; Miller and Lewis 1991; Prahalad 
and Ramaswamy 2004a, 2004b). Applying this to the CRM context, in this article, we argue 
that firms’ emphasis on choosing a specific value delivery system in the process of CRM 
strategy development can influence the impacts of CRM strategic design on campaign tactics 
decisions. This article recognizes that this analytical approach limits the richness of the 
present exploration, but does wish to provide a broader picture of firms’ development of a 
CRM strategy and identify an important area for future research. 
Firms can deliver value to their target audiences though two primary methods: value 
exchange and value co-creation. The value exchange method is the way in which a firm acts 
autonomously in creating and delivering value that it can then trade for its target audience’s 
support (Miller and Lewis 1991; Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004b). In this situation, firms 
and their target audiences both evaluate the meaning of the value among themselves 
(Kowalkowski 2011; Miller and Lewis 1991). Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004a) suggest that 
the value exchange process involves firms creating value by acting autonomously in 
designing products/services or marketing activities, with little or no interaction with their 
target audiences. The exchange will take place when the target audiences agree that the 
products or marketing messages created by the firms are valuable, based on their calculation 
of the value added (Miller and Lewis 1991). The value co-creation method, on the other hand, 
is the way in which the firm and its target audience work together to create and deliver value 
(Payne et al. 2008; Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004a, 2004b). In this situation, firms and their 
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target audiences interact with each other to define the meaning of the value that CRM offers 
(Kowalkowski 2011; Payne et al. 2008). In practice, the value co-creation process involves 
firms inviting their target audiences to participate in products/services or marketing activities 
development, so the target audiences can have active dialogues and co-construct personalized 
experiences (Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2004a, 2004b). The key difference is that, in a value 
exchange situation, value development occurs inside firms and the value development 
process is directed by the firms whereas, in a value co-creation situation, value development 
occurs outside firms and the value development process is orchestrated by both the firms and 
their target audiences (Kowalkowski 2011; Payne et al. 2008; Prahalad and Ramaswamy 
2004a).  
 
Conceptual Framework and Research Propositions 
 So far, we have defined and discussed the key components of CRM strategy 
development, which capture the motivation forces, nature, and consequences of CRM 
strategy design as well as the moderators that can influence the relationship between the 
nature and consequences of CRM strategic design (see Figure). Here, we attempt to create 
connections among these components and develop research propositions that provide 
descriptions of the predicted relationships. Table 1 summarizes our research propositions and 
CRM case example, in line with each our predictions. 
“Insert Table 1 about Here” 
 
Link between Motivation Forces and Implementation Plan  
As discussed, the instrumental logic of a CRM implementation plan focuses on using a 
marketing campaign to differentiate the firm from its competitors. By adopting instrumental 
logic when designing a CRM strategy, firms can achieve the objective of enhancing their 
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target audiences’ (i.e. customers) purchase intention by demonstrating their awareness of 
certain causes and attempting to address them. This argument is supported by Sen and 
Morwitz (1996) who suggest that, if a manager can find a way to match the consumers’ 
perceptions about the firm’s position on a certain social issue, the target audiences will 
become more likely to purchase the firm’s product over that of its competitors and also stay 
with the brand for a longer period. This is because, when a firm communicates its social and 
environmental involvement to its customers, it can create a socially responsible reputation 
(Garriga and Melé 2004; Kotler and Lee 2005). When customers search for products before 
developing a purchase intention, this kind of reputation can act as a signal to customers about 
a firm’s reliability and integrity, as well as its efforts to support social causes. This sets the 
firm apart from its competitors and attracts customers, who value this kind of reputation, to 
purchase the firm’s product.  
A good example of a CRM campaign that employed this type of CRM strategy is Avon’s 
(a British direct selling beauty company) “Crusade against Breast Cancer” campaign. In 1992, 
Avon launched a unique campaign linking the sales of certain items in its product line with 
donations to the charity, Breakthrough Breast Cancer (Avon Cosmetics 2007; Avon 
Foundation 2012). Target audiences can choose to donate to the cause by purchasing the 
items in this selected project line. This campaign has dramatically improved Avon’s 
reputation, brand awareness, community relations and, most importantly, the purchase 
intentions of its target audiences (Adkins 1999). A study conducted by Broderick et al. (2003) 
found that this CRM campaign is one of the main reasons why the target audiences choose to 
buy Avon’s products. In this case, Avon’s drive to enhance their target audiences’ purchase 
intention led it to adopt the instrumental logic of a CRM implementation plan that focuses on 
differentiating itself from its competitors as a women’s cause (breast cancer) supporter. Thus, 
we argue that, if a firm wishes to enhance its target audiences’ purchase intention, this will 
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lead them to develop a CRM implementation plan that follows instrumental logic. We 
formally state: 
Proposition 1: There will be a positive relationship between the extent of a firm's 
use of cause-related marketing to enhance the purchase intention of its target 
audiences, and the likelihood of the use of instrumental logic of cause-related 
marketing implementation plan. 
 
In this article, we argue that firms’ motivation to use CRM to improve their target 
audiences’ organizational identification will lead firms’ to adopt relational logic for their 
CRM implementation plan. Prior research has suggested that employees (internal target 
audiences) are highly aware of what their firms have done in terms of performing socially 
responsible acts, based on which they decide whether or not they wish to be associated with 
that firm (Adkins 1999; Kim et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2010). By adopting a relational logic of 
CRM implementation plan, firms can improve their employees’ feeling of belonging to and 
identification with the firm. This is because the relational logic of CRM focuses on using 
CRM to respond to individuals’ expectations of how firms should act and behave in the 
process of developing long-term relationships (Liu 2012). In other words, a firm can use this 
CRM strategy design to find ways to satisfy its employees’ needs and enhance their 
motivation to identify with their firm. For example, Danone Baby Nutrition, a firm that 
produces milk formula and baby food, encourages their employees to volunteer to support the 
local community’s work by offering them paid volunteering days each year (Danone 2014; 
Danone Baby Nutrition 2014). Previous studies have found that employee volunteer activity 
enables firms to communicate clearly to their employees about their intention to perform 
socially responsible acts, and also plays an important role in shaping firms’ overall CRM 
strategy (Liu and Ko 2011b; Liu et al. 2010). In our example, such activities resulted in 
Danone Baby Nutrition employees taking more pride in their firm and increasing their 
engagement in firm-related activities (Danone 2014; Danone Baby Nutrition 2014). In other 
words, the employees of Danone Baby Nutrition have developed stronger connections with 
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the firm because of their involvement in CRM campaigns. Summarizing the above discussion, 
we argue that, with the intention of improving the target audiences’ organizational 
identification, the development of a CRM strategy will adopt relational logic of CRM 
implementation plan. This leads to the following proposition:  
Proposition 2: There will be a positive relationship between the extent of a firm's 
use of cause-related marketing to improve the organizational identification of its 
target audiences, and the likelihood of the use of relational logic in a cause-related 
marketing implementation plan. 
 
Thirdly, we argue that, when firms engage in developing a CRM strategy for the purpose 
of obtaining a license to operate, they will use instrumental logic of CRM implementation 
plan. Although the relational logic of CRM implementation plan also focuses on supporting 
the local community and gaining community support, obtaining a license to operate is more 
likely to be viewed as a strategic tool for achieving economic objectives and a competitive 
advantage (Mirvis and Googins 2006; Porter and Kramer 2006). Imagine, if several firms 
wished to expand their business operations into a specific region simultaneously, the one who 
makes a social or environmental investment in local community will be more likely to obtain 
permission to carry out business activities (Crook 2005; Porter and Kramer 2006). This is 
because the firm that has made a social or environmental investment differentiates itself from 
others as a supporter of the local community. When a firm wishes to obtain a license to 
operate, it can design a CRM strategy with the aim of differentiating itself from its 
competitors by communicating it social and environmental involvement in the local 
community to the community members to gain their support for the firm’s business operation.  
For example, as Amba-Rao (1993) points out, multinational corporations have been 
investing in community initiatives in exchange for the host governments of developing 
countries granting them a license to operate there. One of the reasons that trigger host 
governments to behave favorably toward such initiatives is that the improvements in the host 
countries’ social and economic status can further enhance the political power of the host 
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governments’ officials. In this sense, the multinational corporations have increased their 
political influence by spreading their reach throughout the community members of the host 
countries to pressure local policy to favor their business operations. This gives the 
multinational corporations a competitive edge over latecomers and other corporations through 
their ability to establish large community networks in the area. The CRM strategy can be 
designed to target the community members’ demands in the location where the firms adopt an 
expansion plan. In this regard, firms that gain support from the local authorities of their 
communities may acquire a favorable environment for their business expansion (Luo 2001, 
2004, 2006). Thus, we propose: 
Proposition 3: There will be a positive relationship between the extent of a firm's 
use of cause-related marketing to obtain the license to operate in the local 
community within which the firm operates, and the likelihood of the use of 
instrumental logic of cause-related marketing implementation plan. 
 
Finally, we argue that, when firms engage in developing a CRM strategy for the purpose 
of managing their community relationships, they will use the relational logic of the CRM 
implementation plan. The use of relational logic to design a CRM implementation plan can 
enhance firms’ chances of developing and maintaining good relationships with the 
individuals in the community whom the firms wish to target in this respect. This is because 
the implementation plan for a CRM strategy, under relational logic, emphasizes building 
people’s trust in order to establish reliable relationships with them (Liu 2012). Therefore, we 
can logically assume that, if a firm wishes to use a CRM strategy to manage its community 
relationships, it will be more likely to adopt the relational logic of the CRM implementation 
plan. For example, Asda (a British grocery retailer) supermarket’s “Sport Chance” campaign 
focuses on giving children an opportunity to participate in free sport sessions throughout the 
UK and developing a community commitment to this cause (Asda Sport Chance 2011; Asda 
Supermarket 2011). In this campaign, Asda invites local community members (i.e. local 
community sports providers) to become involved by proposing free sport sessions that Asda 
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might support (Asda Sport Chance 2011). During this process, Asda gains an opportunity to 
interact with the members of the local community and communicate with them about the 
value that the firm can contribute to the community. Such activities enable Asda to develop 
close relationships with the communities within which it operates. Thus, we argue that, if the 
primary motive for firms is to use a CRM strategy to manage their community relationships, 
then they will adopt relational logic of CRM implementation plan. We formally state: 
Proposition 4: There will be a positive relationship between the extent of a firm's 
use of cause-related marketing to manage the community relationships in the local 
community within which the firm operates, and a likelihood of the use of relational 
logic of cause-related marketing implementation plan. 
 
 
Link between Implementation Plan and Campaign Tactics  
Previous research recognizes CSR as a differentiation strategy (Garriga and Melé 2004; 
McWilliams and Siegel 2001). In the competitive marketplace, firms can differentiate 
themselves through different means, such as price, innovation and so on. CSR, in this 
perspective, can be considered as a mean of achieving differentiation. When firms engage in 
CSR related activities, they will create a unique reputation associated with their brand that 
signals to individuals that the firms are socially responsible (Brown and Dacin 1997; 
Varadarajan and Menon 1988). Individuals, on the other hand, will recognize such socially 
responsible reputation and adjust their behaviors and actions in favor of the firms 
(Bhattacharya and Sen 2004; Broderick et al. 2003; Lafferty and Goldsmith 2005).  Thus, we 
argue that, when firms adopt an instrumental logic of CRM implementation plan, they will 
focus on reinforcing the CSR associations with their brands in order to differentiate 
themselves from their competitors by associating themselves with the causes. We will further 
elaborate our arguments below.   
Firms can adopt campaign tactics under either a commonality or a complementarity 
approach. Hoeffler and Keller (2002) suggested that the commonality approach tactic will 
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transfer the target audiences’ responses to the causes to the firms’ brand, thereby 
strengthening the CSR associations with the firms’ brands. A good example of a CRM 
campaign for this type of CRM strategy is the LensCrafters’ “Give the Gift of Sight” 
initiative. Since 1998, LensCrafters have collaborated OneSight in this initiative to provide 
better sight for people around the world. The commonality approach is used in this campaign, 
given that both the firm and the cause have similar brand attributes regarding improving 
people’s vision. LensCrafters is one of the largest optical product providers in the USA 
(LensCrafters 2012). OneSight, on the other hand, is a charitable organization that works 
around the world to provide free eye care to more than 8 million people (OneSight 2012). 
Several experts have pointed out that people’s attitudes toward firms are more favorable if the 
firms’ brands and causes are compatible (Nan and Heo 2007; Pracejus and Olsen 2004). The 
key reason, according to their explanations, can be linked to the concept of brand extension, 
which refers to the transfer evaluation from one brand to another. Several studies suggest that, 
the higher the degree of similarity between the two brands, the more likely it is that transfer 
evaluation will take place (Barone et al. 2000; Boush and Loken 1991). Applying this 
concept to the case of the LensCrafters’ “Give the Gift of Sight” campaign, there is a higher 
level of perceived similarity between the firm’s brand and the cause with regard to optical 
related products. If the target audiences evaluate the cause favorably from their perspective 
under this approach, they will also evaluate favorably the CSR association of the firm’s brand. 
Such an evaluation of firms’ associations regarding certain social causes can affect the target 
audiences’ buying decisions regarding their products rather than those of their competitors. In 
other words, the notion that firms should adopt a commonality approach tactic to develop 
their CRM campaigns is based on the rationale that firms wish to use a CRM strategy to gain 
competitive advantages, which is consistent with our description of the use of instrumental 
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logic to design a CRM implementation plan. Thus, the following relationship can be 
anticipated:  
Proposition 5: A firm’s use of instrumental logic in a cause-related marketing 
implementation plan is positively related to the use of the commonality approach 
tactic in constructing a cause-related marketing campaign to reinforce the corporate 
social responsibility associations with its brand by enhancing the existing 
connections between the firms and the causes.  
 
Similarly, we argue that firms’ decisions to adopt a campaign tactic in a complementarity 
approach to reinforce the CSR associations with their brands are also influenced by their 
adoption of instrumental logic in a CRM implementation plan. Hoeffler and Keller (2002) 
point out that using the complementarity approach enables firms to create an even greater 
differentiation between themselves and their competitors in the eyes of the target audiences, 
because the unique brand associations that are created under the complementarity approach 
are difficult for competitors to copy (Bhattacharya et al. 1995). Thus, we argue that firms 
adopt this approach have a clear motive in using a CRM strategy to gain competitive 
advantages in the marketplace, which fits our description of the use of instrumental logic in a 
CRM implementation plan. A good example of this is Waitrose’s (a British grocery retailer) 
“Community Matters” campaign that was launched in 2008. Each month, every Waitrose 
branch donates a total of £1,000 (£500 for their convenience shops) to three local good causes 
that people chose and, the higher the vote, the bigger the donation (Community Matters 2012). 
At the national level, Waitrose distributes a total donation of £25,000 between three national 
causes every three months according to how people vote via Waitrose.com (Community 
Matters 2012). The complementarity approach tactic is used to reinforce the CSR association 
with the firm’s brand, as there is a low level of similarity between Waitrose (a grocery 
retailer) and a variety of local causes (education, community services, and so on). In this case, 
Waitrose is attempting to reinforce the CSR association with its brand by contributing to local 
causes in order to create a unique brand association regarding supporting community related 
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activities to differentiate it from its competitors (Waitrose 2012). The following can thus be 
anticipated: 
Proposition 6: A firm’s use of instrumental logic in its cause-related marketing 
implementation plan is positively related to the use of the complementarity approach 
tactic in constructing a cause-related marketing campaign to reinforce the corporate 
social responsibility associations with its brand by creating unique connections 
between themselves and the causes. 
 
As we have argued, the legitimacy expectation is akin to a social contract, which 
regulates how both parties should perform and behave with regard to their various activities. 
Applying this to the firm-community relationship situation, the problem arises when firms 
and their corresponding community members disagree about how firms should behave. In 
order to addressing this discrepancy and restore the organizational legitimacy, previous 
research recognizes that firms need to find ways to respond to their community members’ 
demands (Liston-Heyes and Liu 2010; Suchman 1995).  The relational logic of CRM 
implementation plan, in this situation, provides a useful tool for helping firms to restore their 
organizational legitimacy because it emphasis communicating to the community members 
about firms’ social and environmental involvement to enhance their trust in the firms which 
are addressing their demands (Liu 2012). Thus, we propose that firms’ adoption of relational 
logic to formulate a CRM implementation plan is more likely to focus on reinforcing a set of 
values to highlight their organizational legitimacy. We will further elaborate our arguments 
below.   
 
Firms can adopt campaign tactics in either a strategic or an institutional approach. More 
specifically, we argue that firms’ choice to adopt the strategic approach tactic to reinforce 
their organizational legitimacy can be influenced by their adoption of a CRM implementation 
plan under relational logic. For example, the American Express Corporation partners the 
National Trust, an organization that focuses on saving, repairing and preserving cultures and 
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historic sites across the USA (National Trust 2012), and the World Monuments Fund, an 
organization dedicated to safeguarding the most treasured places and landmarks around the 
world (World Monuments Fund 2012), to preserve global historic and cultural landmarks and 
strengthen local communities through preservation efforts (Partners in Preservation 2012). In 
this campaign, the strategic approach tactic is used to reinforce the organizational legitimacy. 
Prior studies suggest that firms can influence people’s perceptions about them by shifting 
their existing expectations about using a strategic approach to gain organizational legitimacy 
(e.g. Suchman 1995; Zimmerman and Zeitz 2002). The American Express Corporation is a 
global financial service firm (American Express 2012) and people’s expectations of financial 
service firms usually focus on transparency and risk management (Ennew and Waite 2007; 
Ogrizek 2002). However, the focus of the “Partners in Preservation” campaign is more on 
increasing public awareness of the importance of historic and environmental conservation by 
the American Express Corporation (Partners in Preservation 2012). In a sense, this CRM 
campaign is more about communicating the firm’s ethical practices to the target audiences by 
pointing out the firm’s effects regarding these activities in the process of influencing their 
expectations about the American Express Corporation (i.e. from transparency and risk 
management to historic and environmental conservation) in gaining their support. The 
literature suggests that individuals usually attribute high moral values (responsibility, 
reliability, and so on) to firms that engage in various charitable activities (Dawkins 2005; 
Dowling and Pfeffer 1975). In this campaign, the firm uses its association with and 
contribution to the cause to address the legitimacy gap, which people experience with regard 
to the firm. Such an approach is consistent with our description of using relational logic to 
design a CRM implementation plan. Thus, the adoption of a CRM implementation plan based 
on relational logic can lead to firms designing CRM campaigns that focus on using the 
strategic approach tactic to reinforce their organizational legitimacy. Therefore: 
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Proposition 7: A firm’s use of relational logic in a cause-related marketing 
implementation plan is positively related to the use of the strategic approach tactic in 
constructing cause-related marketing campaigns to reinforce its organizational 
legitimacy by influencing people’s expectations about the firm.  
 
Similarly, firms’ choice to use the institutional approach tactic to reinforce their 
organizational legitimacy can also be influenced by their adoption of a CRM implementation 
plan under relational logic. The prior literature points out that the institutional approach tactic, 
focusing on conforming the expectations of the firms’ stakeholder groups, can be used to 
strengthen the relationship between the firms and their stakeholders (Palazzo and Scherer 
2006; Suchman 1995). From this perspective, we can logically assume that, when firms 
intend to develop a CRM strategy with the purpose of strengthening their stakeholder 
relationships, they can choose to design CRM campaigns that focus on using the institutional 
approach tactic to reinforce their organizational legitimacy. For example, Marks and 
Spencer’s (a UK retailer) “Plan A” campaign consists of a series of commitments that the 
company made to develop a closer relationship with their stakeholders by working with them 
to deliver real benefits to their community and environment (Marks and Spencer 2012). 
Between 2007 and 2010, Marks and Spencer worked with their stakeholders to achieve 95 
out of the 180 Plan A commitments and contribute a net benefit of over £70 million during 
2010/2011 (Plan A 2011). The outcomes of this campaign not only enhanced the 
stakeholders’ trust in the firm, but also strengthened their relationship with the firm (Marks 
and Spencer 2011). These programs focus on providing on-going support for all community 
initiatives, in order to conform to what people believe a retail store should do in the 
community – cater for local needs (Clarke 2000; Whysall 2000). In other words, the 
establishment of the Plan A campaign helps to demonstrate publicly Marks and Spencer’s 
long-term commitment to supporting the community (i.e. conforming to the expectations of 
retail firms – the institutional approach tactic) with the intention of strengthening the firm’s 
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relationship with its stakeholders (Marks and Spencer 2011; Plan A 2011). To summarize the 
above argument, we propose:  
Proposition 8: A firm’s use of relational logic in a cause-related marketing 
implementation plan is positively related to the use of the institutional approach 
tactic in constructing a cause-related marketing campaign to reinforce its 
organizational legitimacy by conforming to people’s expectations about the firm.  
 
 
Moderating Effects of the Value Delivery Systems 
In the following section, we develop research propositions regarding the moderating 
effects of different value delivery systems (the value exchange and value co-creation method) 
on the link between an implementation plan and campaign tactics. Under instrumental logic, 
firms view CRM-related expenditure as an investment and pay close attention to the amount 
of CRM investment (i.e. donations to causes) in exchange for which the amount of the reward 
can be received (Liu 2012). As a result, firms are more selective when choosing a cause that 
can yield greater rewards (Mescon and Tilson 1987; Trimble and Rifon 2006). When firms 
adopt instrumental logic in a CRM implementation plan, we argue that the influence of the 
value exchange focus will motive them to favor the use of the commonality approach to 
construct CRM campaigns to reinforce their CSR associations. In a situation where firms 
choose value exchange as their primary method for delivering value to their target audiences, 
the development and execution of CRM activities is largely internal, with little or no 
interaction with the target audiences. From the firms’ perspective, selecting causes that have 
similar associations with the firms’ brand seem more appropriate, if the decisions regarding 
the cause selection are made entirely internally. This is because prior research has found that 
a high fit between firms’ brands and causes can improve their target audiences’ acceptance of 
CRM campaigns (Lafferty and Goldsmith 2005; Lafferty et al. 2004; Pracejus and Olsen 
2004). If firms act autonomously in constructing CRM campaigns, engaging in little or no 
interaction with their target audiences, choosing the commonality approach is more likely to 
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yield greater rewards. In relation to our earlier example of LensCrafters, the decision to 
choose OneSight as a partner in the CRM campaign was made internally. In this CRM 
campaign, LensCrafters aim to differentiate their brand in the optical market through 
collaborating with OneSight by reinforcing their CSR association with this brand and 
championing this work through all aspects of the firm’s brand marketing programs by issuing 
a strong, single message to people – “We’ve provided crisp, clear vision to millions around 
the world” – in exchange for their favorable evaluation of its brand (Give at LC 2012; Kotler 
and Lee 2005). Thus, we propose: 
Proposition 9: A firm’s effort to deliver value through the value exchange method 
positively moderates the relationship between the use of instrumental logic of the 
cause-related marketing implementation plan and the use of the commonality 
approach tactic in constructing a cause-related marketing campaign to reinforce the 
corporate social responsibility associations with its brand. 
 
 Conversely, when firms choose to deliver value through the value co-creation method, 
the overall effect of an instrumental logic centered CRM implementation plan on using the 
complementarity approach tactic to construct CRM campaigns to reinforce CSR associations 
will be stronger. This is because, when firms choose value co-creation as their primary 
method for delivering value to their target audiences, the development and execution of their 
CRM activities involve a great deal of the target audiences’ participation. Previous research 
found that individuals have their own views on which causes they wish to support, which are 
usually different from what the firms propose – usually they share similar associations with 
the brands (Adkins 1999; Peloza et al. 2013; Robinson et al. 2012). Following this logic, if 
firms decide to interact with their target audiences in determining which causes to support 
during their CRM campaigns, the chosen causes are more likely to have dissimilar 
associations with the firms’ brands. Relating back to our earlier example of Waitrose’s 
complementarity approach to reinforcing CSR associations, in this CRM campaign, Waitrose 
provides people with an opportunity to participate in choosing local causes for Waitrose to 
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support. At local retail stores, people will receive a token at the checkout which they can then 
use to vote for one of three local good causes (Waitrose 2012). Robinson et al. (2012) found 
that a firm that allows its target audiences to choose the cause that receives the donation can 
attract greater support for such campaigns. When individual shoppers are given an 
opportunity to participate in cause selection, they tend to select one that they believe is 
important, which may not necessarily be associated with the firm’s brand. When the firms 
and the causes have a low perceptual fit with regard to the CRM campaigns, this is more 
likely to improve people’s personal involvement in helping the causes and enhance their 
responsiveness to the CRM campaigns (Robinson et al. 2012). In this sense, the firms and 
their target audiences co-create value in this type of CRM campaign. Following the above 
discussion, we propose:  
Proposition 10: A firm’s effort to deliver value through the value co-creation 
method positively moderates the relationship between the use of the instrumental 
logic of the cause-related marketing implementation plan and the use of the 
complementarity approach tactic in constructing a cause-related marketing campaign 
to reinforce the corporate social responsibility associations with its brand. 
 
On the other hand, when firms choose to deliver value through the value exchange 
method, the overall effect of a relational logic centered CRM implementation plan on using 
the strategic approach tactic to construct CRM campaigns to reinforce the organizational 
legitimacy will be stronger. As discussed, the strategic approach tactic of reinforcing the 
organizational legitimacy through a CRM campaign emphasizes influencing people’s 
expectations about firms. In this situation, firms view CRM campaigns as a means to the end 
of building long-term, positive relationships with their target audiences (Liston-Heyes and 
Liu 2010; Liu 2012). According to Suchman (1995), the strategic approach to reinforcing 
organizational legitimacy involves the operational resources and managers controlling the 
legitimation process. In other words, CRM campaigns that are developed using the strategic 
approach tactic require more managerial supervision and monitoring, which can only be 
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achieved if firms act autonomously in designing CRM campaigns with little or no interaction 
with their target audiences. Linking back to our earlier example of the American Express 
Corporation’s “Partners in Preservation” program, the choice of the value delivery system is 
value exchange, given that the selection of the historical sites does not involve the 
participation of anyone apart from the corporate executives (Partners in Preservation 2012).  
In this case, the American Express Corporation takes control of the legitimation process to 
influence their target audiences’ expectation about the firm by making CRM campaign 
related decisions internally without the target audiences’ participation. Thus, the following 
can be anticipated:  
Proposition 11: A firm’s effort to deliver value through a value exchange method 
positively moderates the relationship between the use of the relational logic of the 
cause-related marketing implementation plan and the use of the strategic approach 
tactic in constructing a cause-related marketing campaign to reinforce its 
organizational legitimacy. 
 
Finally, when firms choose to deliver value through the value co-creation method, the 
overall effect of a relational logic centered CRM implementation plan on using the 
institutional approach tactic to construct CRM campaigns to reinforce the organizational 
legitimacy will be stronger. In our earlier discussion, using the institutional approach tactic to 
reinforce the organizational legitimacy through CRM emphasizes the need to conform the 
target audiences’ expectations about the firms. The prior literature suggests that the target 
audiences tend to develop trust in an organization which acts legitimately by sharing their 
values and beliefs (Suchman 1995; Zimmerman and Zeitz 2002). Inviting the target 
audiences to participate in the development and execution of CRM campaigns allows firms 
better to sense what their expectations are and how these might be met (Liston-Heyes and Liu 
2010; Liu 2012; Liu and Ko 2011a). In relation to our earlier example of Marks and 
Spencer’s “Plan A campaign,” the firm made a commitment to involving people in sharing 
knowledge, developing solutions and generating support to make a difference to a wide range 
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of social and environmental causes in the community in the areas of health and wellbeing, 
poverty and social exclusion, and the environment (Marks and Spencer 2011). In this 
campaign, the firm invites its target audiences to co-construct the programs to support a 
specific cause to suit their own passion and desire to support particular needs in society. In 
this sense, the value of CRM campaigns is jointly created by the firm and its target audiences. 
To summarize the above discussion, we suggest the following: 
Proposition 12: A firm’s effort to deliver value through the value co-creation 
method positively moderates the relationship between the use of the relational logic 
in a cause-related marketing implementation plan and use of the institutional 
approach tactic in constructing a cause-related marketing campaign to reinforce its 
organizational legitimacy. 
 
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
The main objective of this article is to offer a comprehensive framework of how CRM 
strategy is likely to be developed. In doing so, this research offers several important 
implications for both marketing and CSR research, as well as implications for managers 
regarding CRM strategy development. For the marketing literature, the previous research in 
this subject area has been scattered across different domains in covering the antecedents (e.g. 
Hamiln and Wilson 2004; Hildebrand et al. 2011; Maignan and Ferrell 2004; Sen and 
Morwitz 1996; Strahilevitz and Myers 1998; Szykman et al. 2004), nature (e.g. Berglind and 
Nakata 2005; Liu and Ko 2011a; Smith and Alcorn 1991) and consequences (e.g. Liu 2012; 
Muller and Kräussl 2011; Payne et al. 2005; Svensson and Wood 2007) of CRM strategy 
design. In this research, we advance the literature is this subject area by first reviewing these 
three streams of literature and identifying the distinct components related to CRM strategy 
development, then connecting those components to develop a comprehensive framework for 
CRM strategy development. Because of this, in contrast to previous marketing studies, we 
offer a cohesive picture to explain the drivers, strategy design, and campaign tactics 
regarding how CRM strategy is likely to be developed.  
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Second, prior marketing research has recognized the important roles that value delivery 
systems play in marketing strategy development for different strategic purposes (e.g. 
Ballantyne and Varey 2006; Frow and Payne 2011; Payne et al. 2008), but similar discussions 
do not seem to exist within CRM research. Given that firms are increasingly using CRM to 
capitalize on their social and environmental involvement to generate revenue and manage 
their community relationships, it is important to develop a clearer understanding of how the 
adoption of different types of value delivery systems may influence CRM strategy 
development. In this research, we proposed a conceptual framework and suggest that, when 
firms place greater emphasis on delivering value through a value exchange system, the 
relationship between adopting an instrumental logic CRM implementation plan and using 
commonality approach campaign tactics to reinforce the CSR associations, and the 
relationship between adopting a relational logic of CRM implementation plan and using 
strategic approach campaign tactics to reinforce the organizational legitimacy relationship, 
will be strengthened. In contrast, when firms place greater emphasis on delivering value 
through value co-creation, the relationship between adopting an instrumental logic CRM 
implementation plan and using complementarity approach campaign tactics to reinforce the 
CSR associations, and the relationship between adopting a relational logic of CRM 
implementation plan and using institutional approach campaign tactics to reinforce the 
organizational legitimacy relationship, will be strengthened. In doing so, we extend the 
discussion of the value delivery system to the CRM literature. 
For CSR research, this study also has several implications. First, our study contributes to 
the research on strategic CSR (e.g. Bronn and Vrioni 2001; Garriga and Melé 2004; 
Hildebrand et al. 2011; Homburg et al. 2013) by delineating the variety of ways in which 
CRM strategy design can influence campaign tactics to establish a connection between a 
firm’s brand and its CSR performance. More specifically, our conceptual framework suggests 
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that, when firms adopt an instrumental logic CRM implementation plan, it will lead to the use 
of either the commonality or complementarity approach to reinforce the CSR associations 
with its brand. By doing so, we demonstrate that a firm can capitalize on its social and 
environmental involvement through using different types of campaign tactics to differentiate 
itself from its competitors. Second, our study contributes to prior CSR studies regarding the 
CSR-organizational legitimacy association (e.g. Campbell 2007; Handelman and Arnold 
1999; Pava and Krausz 1997). Suchman (1995) indicates that organizational legitimacy can 
be managed using strategic and institutional approaches. This article discusses the roles that 
CRM strategy, a combination between CSR and marketing, play in managing organizational 
legitimacy using different approaches. More specifically, in our conceptual framework, we 
propose that, when firms adopt a relational logic of CRM implementation plan, it will lead to 
the use of either the strategic or institutional approach to reinforce the organizational 
legitimacy. From this perspective, we reveal unique ways in which CSR can be used (though 
combining it with a marketing strategy) either to influence (the strategic approach), or 
conform (the institutional approach) people’s expectations about the firm.  
Finally, yet importantly, we can take all of this knowledge regarding CRM strategy 
development that we have discussed in this research to revise further the definition and 
description of CRM, reflecting the integration of the antecedents, nature, and consequences 
of CRM strategy design. The current definitions of CRM offered by various authors vary 
considerable, signifying a variety of CRM viewpoints. For marketing scholars, the definition 
of CRM revolves around strategic marketing that focuses on gaining a competitive advantage 
in the marketplace (e.g. Broderick et al. 2003; Lafferty and Goldsmith 2005; Robinson et al. 
2012). For example, Varadarajan and Menon (1988, p. 60) define CRM as “the process of 
formulating and implementing marketing activities that are characterized by an offer from the 
firm to contribute a specified amount to a designated cause when customers engage in 
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revenue-providing exchanges that satisfy organizational and individual objectives”. For CSR 
scholars, the definition of CRM revolves around strategic CSR that focuses on improving the 
public trust in the firms due to their responses to their stakeholders’ demands (e.g. Adkins 
1999; Liston-Heyes and Liu 2010). For example, McWilliams and Siegel (2001) describe 
how CRM (the incorporation of CSR into a firm’s marketing strategies) can help to create a 
reputation for a firm of being reliable and honest.  
As our research progressed, we gathered several important insights about CRM strategy 
development. For the antecedent condition, the motivation forces that encourage a firm to 
engage in CRM strategy development reflect its dual incentives to improve both its business 
operations and firm-community relationship. Due to the nature of CRM strategy design, the 
different types of CRM implementation plan serve different strategic purposes, such as 
differentiating a firm from its competitors and improving individuals’ trust in a firm. In 
consequence, the campaign tactics that a firm adopts to communicate with its target 
audiences about a set of values, highlighted by its social and environmental involvement, 
reflect its twin focus on reinforcing the CSR associations with a firm’s brand and reinforcing 
the firm’s organizational legitimacy. According to these insights, we argue that both the 
marketing and CSR scholars’ viewpoints on CRM’s definition only reflect one aspect 
(strategic marketing or strategic CSR) of CRM. In fact, the results of our study suggest that 
the development of a CRM strategy requires a dual focus on both strategic the marketing and 
strategic CSR perspectives. How these two perspectives interact with each other affects the 
types of CRM campaign developed at the end of the process. Thus, we propose the following 
definition of CRM that could direct future research on CRM strategy: 
CRM is a strategic approach that combines both strategic marketing and strategic 
CSR perspectives. It aims to differentiate a firm from its competitors and improve 
individuals’ trust in a firm. CRM strategy focuses on capitalizing and publicizing a 
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firm’s social and environmental involvement to reinforce the CSR-corporate brand 
association and organizational legitimacy, with the dual purpose of improving the 
business performance and community relationship.  
 
Managerial Implications 
This paper offers important implications for managers on CRM campaign development. 
Manager will benefit from adopting our definition of CRM and the framework for CRM 
strategy development. Managers can use our framework as a general guideline for developing 
a CRM strategy for their firms or use it to assess their competitors’ CRM strategy. This work 
takes the first step toward theorizing how CRM strategy can be developed and managed to 
respond to different demands. It also allows firms’ managers to develop CRM campaigns that 
fit more precisely their strategic objectives, and reduces the possibility of wasteful investment. 
In addition, this work provides a new lens through which to evaluate CRM strategy that 
managers can use to examine their competitors’ CRM strategies in order to understand the 
strategic functions of the latter’s CRM campaigns and so design counter strategies to them.  
In this article, we suggest that, under instrumental logic, firms consider CRM to be a type 
of corporate commercial business strategy that capitalizes on their social and environmental 
involvement in order to differentiate them from their competitors. On the other hand, under 
relational logic, firms consider CRM to be a type of corporate community engagement 
strategy that capitalizes on their social and environmental involvement to enhance the trust in 
them. If we analyze these differences from the perspective of CRM strategy development, 
two different ways of managing the CRM strategy development process emerge. In general, 
when the design of a CRM campaign appears to tend more toward instrumental logic, the 
firms’ management tends to assume a high level of control over the CRM campaign’s 
development and execution. On the other hand, when the design of a CRM campaign appears 
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to tend more toward relational logic, the firms’ management tends to involve a higher level of 
participation by the target audiences during the CRM campaign’s development and execution 
process. This observation does not deny that, in the long run, the aim and impact of the 
instrumental and relational logic of CRM are the same; that is, according to field experts, the 
ultimate goal for CRM or any related activities (i.e. CSR, corporate community involvement) 
is to achieve the long-run sustainability of the business and corporate citizenship (e.g. Adkins 
1999; Kotler and Lee 2005; Maignan et al. 2005; Wood 1991). 
However, by considering these two different perspectives when designing CRM strategy 
in combination with other components of CRM strategy, such as value delivery systems, 
drivers, and campaign tactics, this article provides fresh insights into the role of managers in 
designing CRM strategies to meet different demands. For example, the design of CRM 
strategy that tends more toward instrumental logic requires greater managerial control to 
shape it in order to meet the firms’ immediate business objectives. Thus, greater manipulation 
of the content and context of the specific CRM campaigns is essential to achieve this. On the 
other hand, the design of a CRM strategy that tends more toward relational logic requires 
greater interaction between the firms and their target audiences in order to establish a closer 
relationship.  
 
Future Research Directions 
Going forward, our conceptual framework for CRM strategy development raised many 
questions that should be tested to examine its validity and extend its contributions. First, the 
attempt to validate our conceptual model and associated research propositions can be 
considered as a potentially fruitful topic for further research. We suggest that researchers in 
the future might adopt a mixed methods approach. Researchers can first use qualitative 
approaches (i.e. interviews or case studies) to develop new or modify the existing 
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measurements for all the variables in our conceptual model. Then, we recommend that 
researchers should conduct a large-scale survey and use quantitative data analysis techniques 
to assess and validate the proposed relationships among the variables stated in our research 
propositions. 
Second, our framework merely provides a starting point for our understanding of the 
development of a CRM strategy. In research, we identify the general components that capture 
firms’ motivation forces, strategy design and campaign tactics when engaging in CRM 
strategy development. However, we cannot deny that, as CRM research progresses, field 
experts will acquire a more in-depth understanding of each component that we have 
identified in our current model. For example, Larson et al. (2008) indicate that a CRM 
campaign can improve the sales force’s cognitive identification and selling confidence, which 
enhances the selling behavior performance. This research finds that it may be possible to 
expand our discussion further regarding the internal business-operations related drivers (such 
as improving the organizational identification). Perhaps, besides changing the employees’ 
feelings about the firms, firms may also wish to use CRM to encourage their employees to 
reach their performance potential. Future research might consider expanding this component 
when more evidence emerges in the academic research. This process enlarges the “improving 
organizational identification” component of our model, and can also be used to develop the 
other components in our model further. As a result, the conceptual model of CRM strategy 
development can be further refined to cover more detail aspects. 
Finally, in the future, researchers can consider several other likely moderators that might 
also influence the relationship between CRM strategy design and campaign tactics. In this 
research, we focus on value delivery systems because we wish to emphasize how the process 
whereby value is passed from firms to their target audience can have impact on the firms’ 
CRM strategy development. There are also other potential moderators, such as leadership (e.g. 
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Harris and Ogbonna 2001; Menguc et al. 2007), organization system (e.g. Kirca et al. 2005; 
Menon et al. 1999) and so on, which has the potential to influence firms’ decisions regarding 
marketing strategy development. Thus, researchers in the future can take into consideration 
these potential moderators and their impacts on our model and CRM strategy development in 
general. Furthermore, further research may also consider that potential moderators can 
influence the relationship between drivers and CRM strategy design, which we have not 
explored in this study.     
In sum, this article argues that CRM is a powerful tool for businesses because it can be 
used strategically to reinforce firms’ CSR associations and organizational legitimacy. A 
better understanding of how firms can develop different types of CRM strategy to address the 
demands of both internal and external sources may make it possible not only to avoid the 
wastage of resources associated with inappropriate CRM campaigns, but also to concentrate 
firms’ (usually limited) resources on the most appropriate CRM campaign. The theory 
developed in this article can be used as a basis for further research on this important area. 
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Figure 1: Conceptual Framework for Cause-Related Marketing Strategy Development 
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Table 1: Research Propositions and Case Examples  
# Suggested Relationship Case Descriptions Relationship Highlighted in the Case 
P1 
Enhancing purchase intention 
 Instrumental logic 
Avon’s Crusade against Breast Cancer campaign: Avon created a unique product line for 
its customers who can choose to donate to the cause by purchasing the items in this selected 
project line to enhance customers’ purchase intention regarding Avon’s products. 
Motivates to increase the purchasing of Avon’s products  Design a CRM strategy 
to differentiate Avon’s products from those of its competitors  
P2 
Improving organizational 
identification  Relational 
logic 
Danone Baby Nutrition’s Employee Volunteering program campaign: Danone Baby 
Nutrition encourages employees to volunteer to support the local community by offering them 
paid volunteering days each year to improve their feeling of belongingness and attachment to 
the company.  
Motivates to increase employees’ feeling of belonging to and identification with  
Danone Baby Nutrition  Design a CRM strategy to enhance employees’ trust in 
Danone Baby Nutrition 
P3 
Obtaining license to operate  
Instrumental logic 
Multinational Corporations’ Investment in a Community initiatives campaign: Many 
multinational corporations have been investing in community initiatives in exchange for the 
host governments of developing countries showing favor toward their business operations in 
that country. 
Motivates to increase the chance that local residents will grant permission to allow 
multinational corporations to carry out business activities in the local area  Design 
a CRM strategy to differentiate the focal multinational corporation from its 
competitors 
P4 
Managing community 
relationship  Relational logic 
Asda’s Sport Chance campaign: Asda supports local community sports providers to provide 
children with an opportunity to participate in free sport sessions throughout the UK in the 
process of developing close relationships with members of the local community 
Motivates to manage Asda’s relationship with the members of the local community 
 Design a CRM strategy to enhance the community members’ trust in Asda 
P5 
Instrumental logic  
Commonality approach 
LensCrafters’ Give the Gift of Sight campaign: LensCrafters (an optical product provider) 
collaborated with OneSight (a charitable organization that provides free eye care) in this 
initiative to provide better sight for people around the world. 
Design a CRM strategy to differentiate LensCrafters’ products from those of its 
competitors  Adopt a CRM campaign tactic to reinforce the CSR association with 
LensCrafters’ brand by choosing OneSight. whose brand has a high degree of 
similarity with LensCrafters’ brand 
P6 
Instrumental logic  
Complementarity approach 
Waitrose’s Community Matters campaign: Each month, every Waitrose (grocery retailer) 
branch donates a total of £1,000 (£500 for their convenience shops) to three local causes (e.g., 
education, community services) that members in the local community chosen. 
Design a CRM strategy to differentiate Waitrose’s product from those of its 
competitors  Adopt a CRM campaign tactic to reinforce the CSR association with 
Waitrose’ brand by choosing a variety of local causes whose brands have a low 
degree of similarity with the Waitrose brand 
P7 
Relational logic  Strategic 
approach 
American Express Corporation’s Partners in Preservation campaign: The American 
Express Corporation (financial service firm) collaborates with the National Trust and World 
Monuments Fund to preserve global historic and cultural landmarks and strengthen local 
communities through preservation efforts.  
Design a CRM strategy to enhance people’s trust in the American Express 
Corporation  Adopt a CRM campaign tactic to reinforce the organizational 
legitimacy by influencing people’s expectations (from transparency and risk 
management to historic and environmental conservation) about the firm 
P8 
Relational logic  Institutional 
approach 
Marks and Spencer’s Plan A campaign: Marks and Spencer (retailer) works with different 
local stakeholders to provide ongoing support for different community initiatives (plans). 
Design a CRM strategy to enhance people’s trust in Marks and Spencer  Adopt a 
CRM campaign tactic to reinforce organizational legitimacy by conforming people’s 
expectations (retailers should cater for local needs) about the firm 
P9 
Instrumental logic-
Commonality approach 
relationship moderated by value 
exchange 
Further discussion of LensCrafters’ Give the Gift of Sight campaign: LensCrafters 
decided internally to choose OneSight as a partner for its CRM campaign to differentiate their 
brand in the optical market through collaborating with OneSight in exchange for its target 
audiences’ favorable evaluation of its brand. 
Moderating role of value exchange: in this campaign, the choice of OneSight as a 
CRM partner and the development of this CRM campaign involved little or no 
interaction with LensCrafters’ customers 
P10 
Instrumental logic-
Complementarity approach 
relationship moderated by value 
co-creation 
Further discussion of Waitrose’s Community Matters campaign: Waitrose provides 
people with an opportunity to participate in choosing which local causes Waitrose supports. 
Waitrose and its target audiences co-create value in this cause-related marketing campaign. 
Moderating role of value co-creation: in this campaign, the choice of CRM partners 
and the development of this CRM campaign involved involve a great number of the 
Waitrose’s target audience’s participation 
P11 
Relational logic-Strategic 
approach relationship 
moderated by value exchange 
Further discussion of American Express Corporation’s Partners in Preservation 
campaign: American Express Corporation takes control of the legitimation process to 
influence their target audiences’ expectations about itself by making their cause-related 
marketing campaign related decisions internally without the target audiences’ participation. 
Moderating role of value exchange: in this campaign, the choice of the National 
Trust and World Monuments Fund as the CRM partner and the development of this 
CRM campaign involved little or no interaction with American Express 
Corporation’s customers 
P12 
Relational logic-Institutional 
approach relationship 
moderated by value co-creation 
Further discussion of Marks and Spencer’s Plan A campaign: Marks and Spencer invites 
its target audiences to co-construct programs to support a specific cause to suit their own 
passion and desire to support particular needs in society. The value of this cause-related 
marketing campaign is jointly created by Marks and Spencer and its target audiences. 
Moderating role of value co-creation: in this campaign, the choice of CRM partners 
and the development of this CRM campaign involved a great number of Marks and 
Spencer’s target audience’s participation. 
 
